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Im very busy, and I must see Uncle Ramachandran and go. Besides, the main impact of the advertisement is to
raise questions and hype up the product by highlighting its environmental friendliness and sleekness After the
successfully introduction of the water- less washing machine technology, Samsung diverted its efforts to
reaching out to the final consumers. Thiruchelvam, having less faith in Mrs Ramachandrans father, believed
the news about the devalued landMr Ramachandran had to let his wife and daughter know about the changed
situation. In the beginning, Sivasothies parents were preparing dowry, whereby a sum of twenty thousand and
a necklace as to give it to the bridegrooms family, when they wanted to give away their daughter to get
married. Equanimity with one 's life partner, is indeed a virtue that requires persistence. He is a doctor and he
has his own income. She went out dutifully, for she managed her husband well obeying him in the little things
with such readiness that he thought himself as lord of everything as well. If a woman was to be properly
educated and held with high respect there were a couple ways that made that possible; A dowry was a way to
be given respect as well as being born into a family with high political powers. It is very important for the
women to obey the men in Indian s tradition. Settings a Place Kitchen, Mr. Then, the problem arises when
Sivasothies father Mr. Ramachandran arguing about the details of the dowry. Abstract In our Indian society
there are numerous problems like superstitions, illiteracy, cast system and dowry system, etc. Ramachandran
that the engagement will be called off. Ramachandran explains the details of the land, mentioning that the land
is too marshy for house-holding. Sivasothie feel sad and hurt because she has to forget him to become her
husband after while she liked him so much. Use of foreign language y Tamil words y Example : akka , kwali ,
tamby. After that, the future son in -law came to their house when Mr. Is the question. Ramachandran
Rational, practical and reasonable , Mrs. Mrs Ramachandran flew here and there, as fast as her pounds would
allow her, and helped with her commanding suggestions. This research paper explores the contributing factors
of marital negotiation, diplomacy and comprehension of relationship elements as well as human discernment
skills when approaching marriage and communication pertaining to various cultural views. Theme s The
patriarchal role in a family - The short story itself contains a lot of examples on mans power ruling over
women. However, due to the incapability of the bride s family to fulfill the dowry as promised, the wedding
has to be called-off. But I shall have a better son in law wholl nor depend on his wifes dowry. Ramachandran
telephoned him to come. Exposition: Everyone is very busy preparing Sivasothies engagement with
Thirucelvham. In India, the brides have to give a dowry to the groom. Ramachandran told him the truth about
the dowry matters. Ramachandran tells Mrs. Ramachandran looked worried, but resigned. Do call him out
please. Climax Mr. Died Newcastle upon Tyne, 8th June,  As Thiruchelvam come, Mr. Man vs Society The
dowry is a custom, however Mr Ramachandran couldnt afford to pay much dowry. The characters Ammu,
Velutha, and Karuthamma struggle to follow these societal codes of their community and this undoubtedly
leads to their demise. Its got. Marys College of Education, Newcastle. It retained cultural traditions and
created economic feasibility among families and tribes but however, Is this issue of dowry causing more
damage than creating harmony? While gold is used in the ceremony for many reasons, it representing a dowry
is just not one of them. Ramachandran says that he cannot pay the dowry.


